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 For 50 years Talicor has published hundreds of award winning 
board and card games. We have gone through many stages in our 
company’s history and diversified our line of products to the needs 
and expectations of retailers and customers alike. For 2018 we have 
decided to get back to our roots and concentrate on the core of our 
line. 

 The enclosed products span multiple genres from Educational, 
Communication, Strategy and Family. Talicor is the one-stop shop 
for creative games that your customers will cherish for years to 
come. We take great pride in producing unique award winning 
games and love sharing them with others. 

 As a publisher servicing the specialty industry for decades we 
understand the needs of independent retailers as well as the larger 
stores. From custom tailored signage for a tiny toy shop's needs to 
decoding an intricate shipping guideline, our team of dedicated 
game enthusiasts always put our customer first.

We look forward to serving you another year and measuring our 
success by the feedback, smiles and success of those we work with.

Make it a Gamed Filled Day, 

The Talicor/Aristoplay Team

Have a question  or ready to place your order? 

Call: 800.433.4263 or visit www.talicor.com

facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   youtube.com/T
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Almost 50 Years of Crafting 
Sensational Games…

Logical Pg 14

Educational Pg 5

Party & Family Pg 15

The Ungame® Pg 4
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Inspirational Pg 19

Pg 22
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Consequences®  
The Ultimate Behavior Game™ 
ages:  3 +  |  2 - 4  players  |  15 + mins 
Consequences is the fun way to introduce or reinforce the idea 
that there is a consequence for all actions and behaviors. Each 
card has an everyday task or behavior that results in a forward or 
backward move. Roll the dice to see how many stones you may 
travel. Follow the colorful stone path to the park, take a ride on 
the slide, go for ice cream and end at WATER LAND! But watch 
out for the quiet time room!

item: 315  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 2”   |  UPC: 023151-003157

BLANK CARDS ALLOW YOU TO CUSTOMIZE THE 

GAME USING YOUR FAMILY'S RULES!

Moneywise Kids®  
Makes Money Management Fun!™

ages:  7 +  |  2  players  |  15 + mins  |  2 levels of play
Two simple, fast-paced games to improve valuable math 
skills that kids will use all of their lives: making change and 

budgeting money. Includes facsimiles of real U.S. money 
plus tips that parents and teachers can use to connect 

Moneywise® play with the real world.

item: 808  |  case pack: 6 
box: 8.625” x 8.625” x 2” 
UPC: 720233-008085

Dr Toy: Best 10 Educational Products, Oppenheim Toy Portfolio: Gold Seal Award, 
National Association of Parenting Publications Award, Great American Toy Test: Top 20, 
Consumer’s Digest: “Your Money” Holiday Gift Guide,  
Family Circle Magazine: Best Holiday Gifts

(Sample cards from 
     board game version).

“The Amazing Ungame® Story... Approved by 
parents, teachers & counselors. The Ungame® 
Improves relationships! Recommended by  
Dr. James Dobson of  “Focus on the Family”.

ages:  5 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  25 + mins
The leading family communications game. 
Players progress along the playing board as they answer 
questions such as, “What are the four most important things 
in your life?” and “What do you think life will be like in 100 
years?” This non-competitive game can be a great ice-breaker 
or a serious exchange of thoughts, feelings and ideas.

The Ungame®   
item: 1200  |  UPC: 023151-012005

The Ungame® Christian Edition   
item: 1201  |  UPC: 023151-012012

The Ungame® Catholic Edition   
item: 1210  |  UPC: 023151-012104

case pack: 6  (can be assorted) 
box: 10” x 10” x 2” 

Award: Dr. Toy: Best Classic Toys

54

Pocket Ungame® age based on version  |  2 + players  |  10 + mins 
Pocket-Size is perfect for those on the go! Each pocket version contains the same fun, learning and laughter as the original Ungame®  
but the content is ALL NEW and much more specific. Any Pocket Ungame® version can be used with the board game.

All Ages Version  |  item: 1300  |  UPC: 023151-013002 
Couples Version  |  item: 1315  |  UPC: 023151-013156 
Families Version  |  item: 1320  |  UPC: 023151-013200 
Teens Version  |  item: 1335  |  UPC: 023151-013354 
Kids Version  |  item: 1340  |  UPC: 023151-013408
Christian Version  |  item: 1345  |  UPC: 023151-013453 
Seniors Version  |  item: 1350  |  UPC: 023151-013507
20 Somethings  |  item: 1360  |  UPC: 023151-013606

case pack: 24  (can be assorted) 
box: 4.75” x 3.5” x 1” 
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Where in the World?™  
The Complete World Awareness Game! ™

ages:  8 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  25 + mins   
multiple levels of play
Where in the World launched the 
trend in geography games. Today, 
this game remains the most 
comprehensive world geography 
game that families and classrooms 
love! The game contains facts 
about every country in the world 
including capitals, major imports 
and exports, languages and religions. 
With 6 games in one, it’s possible for 
players of all abilities to play together 
providing challenge and a world of fun 
for everyone.

item: 701  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 2” 
UPC: 720233-007019

For anyone who wants 
to learn anything about 
geography!

facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   youtube.com/TalicorAristoplay 

African Adventure™
Characters Bromley and Cotica take you on a Bilingual 
(English & Spanish) journey through the jungle!

ages:  3 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  20 + mins 
Our new Playzzle™ game, African Adventure™, 
encourages development of multi-language, critical 
thinking and memory skills. Players will have a blast 
as they travel through the jungle with characters 
Bromley and Cotica. They’ll learn about the animals 
who live there. The first player to arrive at the 
Pyramids wins.

item: 375  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-003751

These games are uniquely designed to encourage development of multi-
language, critical thinking and memory skills. If you love puzzles and 
games you’ll love African Adventure™ and Journey on the Amazon.™

Award: Creative Child Magazine: Game of the Year Award 

Journey on the Amazon™
Join characters Bromley and Cotica on a Bilingual 
(English & Spanish) journey through the Amazon!

ages:  3 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  20 + mins 
This new Playzzle™ game takes you on an exciting journey 
with your favorite characters Bromley and Cotica. Learn 
the names of exotic animals who live in the Amazon. 
The game is uniquely designed to encourage the 
development of multi-language, critical thinking and 
memory skills. The first to reach the ocean wins but pay 
attention, you never know what you’ll find during your 
Journey on the Amazon.

item: 370  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-003706

Award: Creative Child Magazine: 
Preferred Choice Award 

Actual size of 
 board puzzle pieces.

Assembled 12 piece puzzle game board 
measures: 20 x 30 inches!

Assembled 12 piece puzzle game board 
measures: 20 x 30 inches!

Where in the World?™ USA Edition  
The Complete United States Awareness Game!™

ages:  8 +  |  1 - 6  players  |  20 + mins  |  multiple levels of play
The "Where in the World?"™ brand and famous game play has extended to a NEW USA 
Edition. Filled with up to date facts, players will enjoy various levels of play to learn 
about each State in the U.S.A. Aside from learning the geography of our Country, you 
will also learn thirteen unique features of each State. Featured facts include, admission 

date, rank in size and population to the states capital and attractions, both 
tourist and historic. The USA Edition also includes a new 

level of play for large groups and even the classroom.

item: 7002  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 2” 
UPC: 023151-070029
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Tic Tac Twice™  
A Math Skills Game! Two Games in One.™

ages:  7 +  |  2  players  |  15 + mins 
Easy to play, challenging to master for all ages. Simply out think 
your opponent and be the first to position four markers in a row. 

Sounds easy. Except for the added challenge of playing 
two game boards at once! So, a good move on one 

board may not be so good on the other. Includes 
an additional game design for added fun and 
challenge. Based on algebraic principles and 
mathematical theory of games. 
Try it. You’ll be hooked.

item: 805  |  case pack: 6 
box: 8.625” x 8.625” x 2”
UPC: 720233-008054

Parent’s Choice Award, Dr. Toy: 100 Best Children’s Products, Oppenheim 
Toy Portfolio: Gold Seal Award, National Association for Gifted Children 
Parenting: High Potential Magazine Holiday Educational Toy List, 
National Association of Parenting: Publication Award, Curriculum 
Administrators Districts Choice: Top 100 Products of the Year

Awards: Dr. Toy: 100 Best Children’s Products & 10 Best Educational Products, iParenting Media: Outstanding Product 
Award, National Association for Gifted Children: Holiday Educational Toy List, Creative Child Magazine: Preferred 
Choice Award, The National Parenting Center: Seal of Approval Award

Math Animals®  
Add, Subtract, Multiply Animals to Reach Your Goal!™

ages:  5 +  |  2 - 4  players  |  20 + mins  |  3 levels of play
Math Animals® is an exciting game that teaches addition, subtraction 
and multiplication skills. With the roll of the die, players race 
around the colorful game board trying to land their playing 
piece on the animal that represents the highest number. 
The winner is the first to have their grand total reach the 
“winning goal”.  More than six variations of game play.

item: 801  |  case pack: 6
box: 10” x 10” x 2” 
UPC: 023151-008015

Awards: iParenting Media: Outstanding Products Award, National Association for Gifted Children: Holiday Educational Toy List,  
The National Parenting Center: Seal of Approval Award, Creative Child Magazine: Seal of Excellence, NAPPA: Honors Award

Spelling Beez™  
A Honey of a Game for Early Spellers!™

ages:  4 +  |  1 - 4  players  |  20 + mins 
Like honeybees collect pollen, you’ll move around the Spelling Beez™ 
game board collecting letters to create words. With two levels of play, 
children of all ages will enjoy this unique and educational spelling 
game. While younger children work to collect letters that 
spell simple words, older children will also share 
and learn interesting facts about honeybees as 
they try to collect the most pollen and nectar 
points to win the game.

item: 301  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 2” 
UPC: 023151-003010

Buzz Off!™  
The More Flies you SWAT, the More Fun You’ll Have!™

ages:  4 +  |  2 - 4  players  |  15 + mins 
A frolicking game of color matching with a twist! 

A colorful Fly board and Fly cards, oversized Fly 
dice, and foam Fly swatters set the stage for a fun 
gathering for two to four players. Quickness counts 
as the first person to swat the matching Fly gets to 

keep it. The player with the most Flies at the end 
wins! There’s a special “No Fly” addition to the 
game for older kids.

item: 308  |  case pack: 6 
box: 16” x 6” x 2.25” 
UPC: 720233-003080

Awards:  Creative Child Magazine: Seal of Excellence 
Award Winner, National Association of Parenting: 
Publication Award

Herd Your Horses!® Tic Tac Twice™      
ages:  7 +  |  2 + players  |  15 + mins  |  travel edition 
We’ve combined two award-winning games into one! Herd Your Horses and the easy to 
learn Tic Tac Twice. Similar to traditional tick-tack-toe but players play on two grids at 
once! Get four spaces in a row to win. The game is magnetic and made for horse lovers 
who are on the go!

item: 805HH  |  case pack: 6  |  box: 6.5” x 6.5” x .25”  |  UPC: 720233-080548
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Quick Pix®
Quick to Learn, Quick to Play, Quick to Win!™
ages: 7 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  15 + mins 
Kids love to play games that are fast-paced, quick-to-grasp, 
lively, and yes, competitive. We’ve captured all those traits, 
wrapped them into a simple concept and snuck in a healthy 
dose of learning. The result is Quick Pix® - now in five versions!

All versions of Quick Pix® play 
the same! Each round features 

a question card and a set of 
answer cards. Players need to 

be the first to match the correct 
answer card to the problem card 

that is turned over. 

Quick Pix® Money
114A  |  UPC: 720233-001147

Quick Pix® Animals
110A  |  UPC: 720233-001109

Quick Pix® Math
111A  |  UPC: 720233-001116

Quick Pix® Geography
112A  |  UPC: 720233-001123

Quick Pix® Multiply
113A  |  UPC: 720233-001130

case pack: 24  (can be assorted) 
box: 5.875” x 4.5” x 1” 

Math Smart™ 
Plays like Dominos. Teaches like a Tutor™

ages:  5 +  |  2 + players  |  15 + mins 
Math Smart™ is a fun and easy way to learn basic math  
skills. The game plays like dominoes and teaches like a tutor. 
Each card has a math problem on one half and a boldly circled 
answer to another math problem on the other half. This is 
a simple and fun way to capture children’s interest while 
challenging them to master math skills.

       Addition  item: 6801  |  UPC: 023151-068019

         Subtraction  item: 6802  |  UPC: 023151-068026

           Multiplication  item: 6803  |  UPC: 023151-068033

Fraction Addition Common Denominator 
item: 6865  |  UPC: 023151-068651

Fraction Subtraction Common Denominator 
item: 6870  |  UPC: 023151-068705
case pack: 24  (can be assorted) 

box: 5” x 7” x .75” 

Fraper Deck™ Original
Fractions/Decimals/Percents

ages:  7 +  |  2 + players  |  15 + mins 

Fraper Deck™ Original is designed 
to encourage students to learn the 
relationship between fractions, decimals 
and percents. Conversion charts and 
instructions for 4 different games are included.

item: 6920  |  case pack: 24  (can be assorted) 

box: 2.375” x 4.75” x .875”
UPC: 023151-069207

Fraper Deck™ Multiplication
ages:  5 +  |  2 + players  |  15 + mins  |  5 levels of play

Fraper Deck™ Multiplication reinforces multiplication facts 
from 0-12 with five exciting card games. Students will sharpen 
their multiplication skills while having great fun with this 
unique card game.

item: 6910  |  case pack: 24  (can be assorted) 

box: 2.375” x 4.75” x .875”
UPC: 023151-069108
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Math Smart™ is a fun and easy way to learn basic math  
skills. The game plays like dominoes and teaches like a tutor. 
Each card has a math problem on one half and a boldly circled 
answer to another math problem on the other half. This is 
a simple and fun way to capture children’s interest while 
challenging them to master math skills.

       Addition  item: 6801  |  UPC: 023151-068019

         Subtraction  item: 6802  |  UPC: 023151-068026

           Multiplication  item: 6803  |  UPC: 023151-068033

Fraction Addition Common Denominator 
item: 6865  |  UPC: 023151-068651

Fraction Subtraction Common Denominator 
item: 6870  |  UPC: 023151-068705
case pack: 24  (can be assorted) 

box: 5” x 7” x .75” 

Fraper Deck™ Original
Fractions/Decimals/Percents

ages:  7 +  |  2 + players  |  15 + mins 

Fraper Deck™ Original is designed 
to encourage students to learn the 
relationship between fractions, decimals 
and percents. Conversion charts and 
instructions for 4 different games are included.

item: 6920  |  case pack: 24  (can be assorted) 

box: 2.375” x 4.75” x .875”
UPC: 023151-069207

Fraper Deck™ Multiplication
ages:  5 +  |  2 + players  |  15 + mins  |  5 levels of play

Fraper Deck™ Multiplication reinforces multiplication facts 
from 0-12 with five exciting card games. Students will sharpen 
their multiplication skills while having great fun with this 
unique card game.

item: 6910  |  case pack: 24  (can be assorted) 
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SomeBody™  
Five Human Anatomy Games in One!™

ages:  6 +  |  1 - 4  players  |  15 + mins  |  5 levels of play

It’s easy to understand why SomeBody™ is so popular. Young 
children play it as a puzzle, carefully placing body parts on 

the body boards and taking them off again and again. 
Older kids learn names, functions and locations as 

they play. With five different games included, all 
ages will learn and grow with this game for 

years to come. SomeBody™ has received 
rave reviews from homes to classrooms.

item: 603  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10.75” x 14.75” x 1.75” 

UPC: 720233-006036

Awards: Curriculum Administrator Districts' 
Choice: Top 100 Products of the Year, Early 
Childhood News: Best 100 Products Picks

 Thumballs are SOFT & PERFECT  
for CLASSROOMS!

NEW FOR 2018 
Emergency Response  

& U.S. Citizenship Series!

4” Virtues & Values 
item: 9020 

UPC: 893012-001215

4” Parts of a Story 
item: 9015 

UPC: 893012-001161

4” Who are You? 
item: 9018 

UPC: 893012-001048

4” Emotion Mania 
item: 9019 
UPC: 893012-001055

4” Move Your Body
item: 9009 
UPC: 893012-001208

4” Tell the Tale
item: 9016

UPC: 893012-001178

4” Category Mania 
item: 9017 
UPC: 893012-001017

6” Shapes
item: 9013 
UPC: 893012-001079

6” What if ?
item: 9032 
UPC: 893012-001819

6” Animals 
item: 9012 
UPC: 893012-001086

6” Mother may I?
item: 9033 

UPC: 893012-001802

6” Numbers
item: 9011 
UPC: 893012-001062

6” Icebreakers 
item: 9014 
UPC: 893012-001000

4” All About You
item: 9031 

UPC: 893012-001796

6” My ABC’s 
item: 9010
UPC: 893012-001093

6” U.S. Citizenship - 3 Ball Set 
item: 9034 
UPC: 893012-001048

4” People, Place & Things 
item: 9029 
UPC: 893012-001451

Toss it! Catch it! React to the concept under your thumb. Thumballs™ stimulates 
social communication and promotes skill development. Using a ball during 
play allows participants to engage in the activity while increasing skills of the 
topic portrayed on each ball.

ages:  3 +  |  any number of players  |  case pack: 6 

6” Emergency: What If? 
item: 9037 
UPC: 893012-001925

6” CPR & First Aid 
item: 9035 
UPC: 893012-001901

6” Injury Prevention 
item: 9036 
UPC: 893012-001918
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STRANDED™  
The Ultimate Survival Game!™
ages:  8 +  |  2 - 4  players  |  20 mins 
STRANDED™ is a quick, light strategy game where being 
last will make you first. Players remove randomly placed 
game pieces from the platform in hopes of trapping their 
opponents. But beware, each piece that is removed 
changes the game surface, creating new moves for 
some and taking away moves for others.

item: 4200  |  case pack: 6  
box: 10.5” x 10.5” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-042002

STRANDED™ Expansion Set  
Take STRANDED™ to the next level! The expansion pack allows players 
to stack up to four levels of strategy in conjunction with the base game. 
Pack includes four Tower Pawns 48 colored tiles and one four-color die.

item: 4205  |  case pack: 12 | UPC: 023151-042057

blindside™  
The Game of Directional Domination™
ages: 10 + | 2  player | learn 10 min | play 25 mins
Blindside™ is a game of pure strategy from every angle. Opponents 
battle one another with their army of hexes loaded with arrows. Each 
hex contains a varying number of arrows which determine the mobility 
of each piece. But beware of your opponent in battle, when “jumped” 
your arrows are removed thus crippling your hex’s mobility. Capture 

17 of your opponents arrows and WIN! The unique four piece 
board and repositionable game spaces allow for endless 

battlefield scenarios!

item: 4100  |  case pack: 6
box: 15.75” x 10.5” x 2”
UPC: 023151-041005

FIFTH GEAR ™  
Place, Block & Interlock!™

ages:  8 +  |  2 - 4  players  |  20 + mins
The rules are simple: interlock five of your color gears with the 

white gear and keep others from doing the same! Players roll 
2 twelve-sided dice on their turn and the numbers rolled 
determine gear placement and players have the option: 
place 2 gears, one on each number rolled -OR- place 1 gear 
on the SUM of the roll. But here comes the monkey wrench, 
players can bump opponents gears off the pegs that match 
their roll and replace them with their own gears. The family 
fun factor: No two games are ever the same! The unique 
game board allows players to randomly place number 
tokens at the start of each game which results in fun new 
challenges and endless playability. Family game night will 
never get old!

item: 4400  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10.25” x 10.25” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-044006

facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   youtube.com/TalicorAristoplay facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   youtube.com/TalicorAristoplay 

facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   youtube.com/TalicorAristoplay 

facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   youtube.com/TalicorAristoplay 

Herd Your Horses!®  
Join the Herd for Three WILD Adventures.™

ages:  8 +  |  1 - 4  players  |  25 + mins  |  3 levels of play 
Loaded with facts, adventures and beauty, our most popular award-
winning game allows players to experience life as a ranch hand or 
as a member of a wild herd as they move along an adventure-filled 
game board. Included is a deck of beautifully designed horse cards 
each with the name, breed, color, markings and biography of a 
fictional horse. Includes a solitaire game for solo play.

item: 623  |  case pack: 6  |  box: 10” x 10” x 2”
UPC: 720233-006234

facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   

Party
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Fill in the Bleep™
Where One Word is worth a Thousand Laughs!™

ages:  13 +  |  3 + players  |  30 + mins 
Fill in the Bleep™ is the life of the party with its brow raising far out fun! 
Players are dealt five BLEEP cards each containing a single word. Each round 
reveals a sentence with a missing word. Players then submit their Funniest, 
Quirkiest, or Dumbest BLEEP card to be judged by the dealer. But beware of 

action cards that can change the game in an instant. The first to have 
all their BLEEP cards selected WINS! 

item: 4225  |  case pack: 6  
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-042255

CROWN

SLOW + GUN

SLOGAN

BOWL + LOW + KNEE

BOLOGNA

M + BASS + A+ DOOR

AMBASSADOR

Sum Word Game™
The Part Sketch, Part Speak, Part Act, Party Game™

ages:  13 +  |  2 - 6  teams  |  25 + mins 
The party will be roaring as players “sum” up the 

1-2-3 or 4 part(s) of a word by Sketching, 
Speaking or Acting them out! It’s the best 

of all three communication worlds. Be 
the first team to SUM up 21 parts and 
you WIN! Sum Word Game™ is the perfect 
recipe for your next party.

item: 4220  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-042200

Learn In-depth:
• Horse Facts
• Behaviors
• Markings
• Breeds
• Color Families
And Much More!

facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   youtube.com/TalicorAristoplay 

facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   youtube.com/TalicorAristoplay facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   youtube.com/T
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action cards that can change the game in an instant. The first to have 
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The party will be roaring as players “sum” up the 

1-2-3 or 4 part(s) of a word by Sketching, 
Speaking or Acting them out! It’s the best 

of all three communication worlds. Be 
the first team to SUM up 21 parts and 
you WIN! Sum Word Game™ is the perfect 
recipe for your next party.

item: 4220  |  case pack: 6 
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Cha-Ching!™  
"Sum-thing" like Rummy with Dice & Money!™

ages:  8 +  |  2 - 8  players  |  25 + mins 
Cha-Ching!™ has the rush of rummy but for spice we added DICE! Players attempt to build 
an eight-card hand from picking up and discarding various valued cards to equal the Target 
Number rolled each round. The first to do so scores zero points for the round and the rest 

have their remaining cards counted against them. But beware, things can cha-
change up mid play! Special Cha-Ching cards, when played, allow players to 

RE-ROLL the Target Number -OR- trade their hand with an opponent.

item: 4350  |  case pack: 12
box: 5.875” x 4.875” x 1.375”
UPC: 023151-043504

Out Of Control™ 
The Stay Cool Strategy Game! ™

ages:  8 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  15 + mins 
Out of Control is an exciting and fast-paced 
card game that will have you sitting on the 
edge of your chair and provide hours of fun for 
the whole family. With the logic of a sequence 
game and the strategy of traditional rummy, 
Out of Control is challenging to master yet 
simple enough to learn in just minutes.

item: 1530  |  case pack: 24
box: 6.5625” x 4.1875” x 2.5625”
UPC: 023151-015303

Simply draw & discard 

each turn until your eight 

card hand equals the 

Target Number! 
( 50+25+10+5+1+1+1+1 = 94 )

facebook.com/talicor twitter.com/talicorgames  pinterest.com/talicor/   youtube.com/TalicorAristoplay 

It’s Bunco Time®   
The Instant party in a box - just add people!
ages:  13 +  |  4 - 12  players  |  25 + mins
Ring the bell, roll the dice and your partner cheers you on as 
you accumulate points. The pace gets faster as your opponent 

takes the dice and rolls to try to beat your score. The bell 
is rung, you’ve won the round - change partners and 

continue on with the excitement!

item: 2100  |  case pack: 6
box: 6.375” x 6.375” x 6.5”
UPC: 023151-021007

JERK™   
ages:  8 +  |  3 - 6  players  |  20 + mins 
JERK ™ is the ALL-IN, ALL-OUT silly bead-on-a-string 
game of psych-out! The party will be roaring with 
laughter when players try to escape the mega-phone 
each round and JERK their bead to safety.  All players 
start each round with their bead in the center ring. To 
avoid capture, JERK your bead to safety when a 7, 11 
or doubles is rolled by the SLAMMER, (the player trying 
to trap you). For every successful bead escape players 
receive a token from the SLAMMER. But be weary 
of the Fake-Out! The SLAMMER can yell, scream and 
shout out false numbers to confuse players. If you pull 
away by mistake YOU pay the SLAMMER. Winner takes 
all in this frantic game of reflexes.

item: 4260  |  case pack: 6 
box: 6.25” x 6.25” x 9” 
UPC: 023151-042606
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(Fuzzy Die colors may vary.)
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STOP ‘N GO™ 
The CRAZY QUICK Card Game of Color Coordination!™

ages:  4 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  15 + mins 
Stop ‘N Go™ is the action-packed quick playing card game that’s fun for 
everyone! Play is driven by hand, eye and color coordination. Each round is 
a race to place your color cards on any discard pile of matching color but 

beware of the ZAP, PASS and Stop ‘N Go™ action cards. The first player to 
lay down all 15 of their cards WINS! 

item: 4250  |  case pack: 12
box: 5.875” x 4.875” x 1.375”
UPC: 023151-042507

Parents & Educators
Use Stop ‘N Go™ as FLASHCARDS! 
Teach toddlers basic color recognition, patterning, 
sorting, counting and improve their fine motor skills!
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KOR™   (Keep On Rollin)  
You ROLL but the Dice have Control!™
ages:  8 +  |  2 + players  |  25 + mins 
Buckle up! KOR™ is big, bold and geared to get to you rolling! 
Players are in the driver seat every turn and toss jumbo dice to 
log 25, 50 or 100 miles with each roll. How many times does a 
player roll the dice on their turn? As many as possible and they 
Keep On Rollin™ until they are redirected. Roll three STOP's to 
end your turn and bank your points! Roll three DEAD END's and 
lose ALL of your points rolled in that turn. Roll three U-TURN's 
and send an opponent in reverse...BUT they will be rolling 
AGAINST their score and they Keep On Rollin™ until stopped. 
First to score 6,000 points wins!

item: 4450  |  case pack: 12 
box: 6.5” x 2.875” x 1.625” 
UPC: 023151-044501
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Cha-Ching!™  
"Sum-thing" like Rummy with Dice & Money!™

ages:  8 +  |  2 - 8  players  |  25 + mins 
Cha-Ching!™ has the rush of rummy but for spice we added DICE! Players attempt to build 
an eight-card hand from picking up and discarding various valued cards to equal the Target 
Number rolled each round. The first to do so scores zero points for the round and the rest 

have their remaining cards counted against them. But beware, things can cha-
change up mid play! Special Cha-Ching cards, when played, allow players to 

RE-ROLL the Target Number -OR- trade their hand with an opponent.

item: 4350  |  case pack: 12
box: 5.875” x 4.875” x 1.375”
UPC: 023151-043504

Out Of Control™ 
The Stay Cool Strategy Game! ™

ages:  8 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  15 + mins 
Out of Control is an exciting and fast-paced 
card game that will have you sitting on the 
edge of your chair and provide hours of fun for 
the whole family. With the logic of a sequence 
game and the strategy of traditional rummy, 
Out of Control is challenging to master yet 
simple enough to learn in just minutes.

item: 1530  |  case pack: 24
box: 6.5625” x 4.1875” x 2.5625”
UPC: 023151-015303

Simply draw & discard 

each turn until your eight 

card hand equals the 

Target Number! 
( 50+25+10+5+1+1+1+1 = 94 )
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It’s Bunco Time®   
The Instant party in a box - just add people!
ages:  13 +  |  4 - 12  players  |  25 + mins
Ring the bell, roll the dice and your partner cheers you on as 
you accumulate points. The pace gets faster as your opponent 

takes the dice and rolls to try to beat your score. The bell 
is rung, you’ve won the round - change partners and 

continue on with the excitement!

item: 2100  |  case pack: 6
box: 6.375” x 6.375” x 6.5”
UPC: 023151-021007

JERK™   
ages:  8 +  |  3 - 6  players  |  20 + mins 
JERK ™ is the ALL-IN, ALL-OUT silly bead-on-a-string 
game of psych-out! The party will be roaring with 
laughter when players try to escape the mega-phone 
each round and JERK their bead to safety.  All players 
start each round with their bead in the center ring. To 
avoid capture, JERK your bead to safety when a 7, 11 
or doubles is rolled by the SLAMMER, (the player trying 
to trap you). For every successful bead escape players 
receive a token from the SLAMMER. But be weary 
of the Fake-Out! The SLAMMER can yell, scream and 
shout out false numbers to confuse players. If you pull 
away by mistake YOU pay the SLAMMER. Winner takes 
all in this frantic game of reflexes.

item: 4260  |  case pack: 6 
box: 6.25” x 6.25” x 9” 
UPC: 023151-042606
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STOP ‘N GO™ 
The CRAZY QUICK Card Game of Color Coordination!™

ages:  4 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  15 + mins 
Stop ‘N Go™ is the action-packed quick playing card game that’s fun for 
everyone! Play is driven by hand, eye and color coordination. Each round is 
a race to place your color cards on any discard pile of matching color but 

beware of the ZAP, PASS and Stop ‘N Go™ action cards. The first player to 
lay down all 15 of their cards WINS! 

item: 4250  |  case pack: 12
box: 5.875” x 4.875” x 1.375”
UPC: 023151-042507

Parents & Educators
Use Stop ‘N Go™ as FLASHCARDS! 
Teach toddlers basic color recognition, patterning, 
sorting, counting and improve their fine motor skills!
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KOR™   (Keep On Rollin)  
You ROLL but the Dice have Control!™
ages:  8 +  |  2 + players  |  25 + mins 
Buckle up! KOR™ is big, bold and geared to get to you rolling! 
Players are in the driver seat every turn and toss jumbo dice to 
log 25, 50 or 100 miles with each roll. How many times does a 
player roll the dice on their turn? As many as possible and they 
Keep On Rollin™ until they are redirected. Roll three STOP's to 
end your turn and bank your points! Roll three DEAD END's and 
lose ALL of your points rolled in that turn. Roll three U-TURN's 
and send an opponent in reverse...BUT they will be rolling 
AGAINST their score and they Keep On Rollin™ until stopped. 
First to score 6,000 points wins!

item: 4450  |  case pack: 12 
box: 6.5” x 2.875” x 1.625” 
UPC: 023151-044501
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Awards: GAMES Magazine: 100 BEST Games, National Association for Gifted Children: 
Recommend Parenting for High Potential, ASTRA: Best New Game for All Ages

Finish Lines®

Where Players Compete to Finish Famous Lines™
ages:  13 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  30 + mins 
Finish Lines,® the mind-bending phrase game that challenges players to finish 
popular quotes from life to literature, from TV to tunes, and from proverbs 
to Presidents. Be the first player to correctly answer eleven Finish Lines® 
phrases and you win! But remember, “It is not whether 
you win or lose...” - Well you know the rest!

item: 8020  |  case pack: 6
box: 10.375” x 10.375” x 3.5”
UPC: 665659-352636

Awards: Dr. Toy: Best Vacation Product & Smart Play, Smart Toy, Chicago Tribune: Top 10 Games of the Year,  
Mensa Select Award: One of the Country’s Top Five Mind Games, Boston Globe: Pick of the Week

The Whole Brain Game™
It’s Not What You Think ... But How You Think It™

ages:  13 +  |  2 + players  |  30 + mins 

It’s not what you think, but how you think it.™ The mentally 
and intellectually stimulating game providing educational 

fun for all! “Right brain” activity is stimulated as players 
generate ideas, use their imaginations, and work out 
patterns and relationships. At the same time, the “left 
brain” quickly structures responses using language, 
logic, sequences and details. Great for families, parties, 

schools and anyone that dares to think differently.

item: 5385  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-053855

For the Record®
Fun-Filled, Multiple Choice Game of Rock & Roll Trivia

ages:  13 +  |  2 - 4  teams  |  30 + mins 
For The Record is a great game for all ages to reminisce & bridge the 
generation gap! The multiple choice format is challenging for trivia 

buffs, yet equally fun for people who simply love music. The Rock n’ 
Roll 50’s, 60’s & 70’s Edition focuses on Rock but also contains a few 

country music stars who hit the pop charts during this era. The 80’S 
& 90’S Edition covers everything from Rap to Reggae, Alternative 

to Country, Pop, Punk and more! Each game contains 600 multiple 
choice Q & A cards from various musical categories.

For the Record® 50’s, 60’s & 70’s Edition 
item: 1610  |  UPC: 644761-000451

For the Record® 80’s & 90’s Edition
item: 1620  |  UPC: 644761-000468

case pack: 6 (can be assorted) 
box: 14.25” x 9.25” x 3.25”
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Bible Blurt!® Card Game
ages:  8 +  |  3 - 5  players  |  20 + mins

item: 6105  |  case pack: 24 
box: 5.75” x 3.125” x .875”
UPC: 023151-061058

Bible Blurt!®  
ages:  8 +  |  3 - 12  players / teams  |  30 + mins 
“Oh…it’s on the tip of my tongue!” You’re searching your mind 
frantically for that elusive word. But this time the word you’re 
looking for is taken from the Bible. A great family game  
with a junior version included, Bible Blurt! has great 
definitions that are fully referenced from the New 
International Version of the Bible.

item: 6100  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-061003

Blink® Bible Edition!
The World’s Fastest Game!
ages:  7 +  |  2  players  |  15 + mins 
Blink® is lightening fast! Two players race to play their cards first. Using sharp eyes 
and fast hands, players quickly try to match the shape of the Christian symbol, 
count, or color on the cards. The first player out of cards wins. Fast and portable, 
Blink Bible Edition is instant fun for everyone!

item: 6330  |  case pack: 6 
box: 7.5” x .5” x 4.5” 
UPC: 830938-005064

Bible Mad Gab® Card Game
ages:  10 +  |  2 - 8  players  |  20 + mins

item: 6125  |  case pack: 24 
box: 5.75” x 3.125” x .875”

UPC: 023151-061256

Can you Finish the Line?
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Awards: GAMES Magazine: 100 BEST Games, National Association for Gifted Children: 
Recommend Parenting for High Potential, ASTRA: Best New Game for All Ages

Finish Lines®

Where Players Compete to Finish Famous Lines™
ages:  13 +  |  2 - 6  players  |  30 + mins 
Finish Lines,® the mind-bending phrase game that challenges players to finish 
popular quotes from life to literature, from TV to tunes, and from proverbs 
to Presidents. Be the first player to correctly answer eleven Finish Lines® 
phrases and you win! But remember, “It is not whether 
you win or lose...” - Well you know the rest!

item: 8020  |  case pack: 6
box: 10.375” x 10.375” x 3.5”
UPC: 665659-352636

Awards: Dr. Toy: Best Vacation Product & Smart Play, Smart Toy, Chicago Tribune: Top 10 Games of the Year,  
Mensa Select Award: One of the Country’s Top Five Mind Games, Boston Globe: Pick of the Week

The Whole Brain Game™
It’s Not What You Think ... But How You Think It™

ages:  13 +  |  2 + players  |  30 + mins 

It’s not what you think, but how you think it.™ The mentally 
and intellectually stimulating game providing educational 

fun for all! “Right brain” activity is stimulated as players 
generate ideas, use their imaginations, and work out 
patterns and relationships. At the same time, the “left 
brain” quickly structures responses using language, 
logic, sequences and details. Great for families, parties, 

schools and anyone that dares to think differently.

item: 5385  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-053855

For the Record®
Fun-Filled, Multiple Choice Game of Rock & Roll Trivia

ages:  13 +  |  2 - 4  teams  |  30 + mins 
For The Record is a great game for all ages to reminisce & bridge the 
generation gap! The multiple choice format is challenging for trivia 

buffs, yet equally fun for people who simply love music. The Rock n’ 
Roll 50’s, 60’s & 70’s Edition focuses on Rock but also contains a few 

country music stars who hit the pop charts during this era. The 80’S 
& 90’S Edition covers everything from Rap to Reggae, Alternative 

to Country, Pop, Punk and more! Each game contains 600 multiple 
choice Q & A cards from various musical categories.

For the Record® 50’s, 60’s & 70’s Edition 
item: 1610  |  UPC: 644761-000451

For the Record® 80’s & 90’s Edition
item: 1620  |  UPC: 644761-000468

case pack: 6 (can be assorted) 
box: 14.25” x 9.25” x 3.25”
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Bible Blurt!® Card Game
ages:  8 +  |  3 - 5  players  |  20 + mins

item: 6105  |  case pack: 24 
box: 5.75” x 3.125” x .875”
UPC: 023151-061058

Bible Blurt!®  
ages:  8 +  |  3 - 12  players / teams  |  30 + mins 
“Oh…it’s on the tip of my tongue!” You’re searching your mind 
frantically for that elusive word. But this time the word you’re 
looking for is taken from the Bible. A great family game  
with a junior version included, Bible Blurt! has great 
definitions that are fully referenced from the New 
International Version of the Bible.

item: 6100  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-061003

Blink® Bible Edition!
The World’s Fastest Game!
ages:  7 +  |  2  players  |  15 + mins 
Blink® is lightening fast! Two players race to play their cards first. Using sharp eyes 
and fast hands, players quickly try to match the shape of the Christian symbol, 
count, or color on the cards. The first player out of cards wins. Fast and portable, 
Blink Bible Edition is instant fun for everyone!

item: 6330  |  case pack: 6 
box: 7.5” x .5” x 4.5” 
UPC: 830938-005064

Bible Mad Gab® Card Game
ages:  10 +  |  2 - 8  players  |  20 + mins

item: 6125  |  case pack: 24 
box: 5.75” x 3.125” x .875”

UPC: 023151-061256
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LifeStories® Christian Version  
A Game of Telling Tales, Sharing Smiles with Family & Friends!™

ages:  6 +  |  2 - 8  players  |  25 + mins 
Bring family and friends together to recall and share their  

Life Stories. This storytelling game is a way to warm up a 
family gathering, rekindle a friendship or renew histories. 
While playing this game, generations of families and friends 

will talk, laugh and share opinions together as they 
recall memories, reveal hopes and dreams in response to 
stimulating questions. An ingenious game that opens a 
pathway to each other’s heart and soul.

item: 3001  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 2” 

UPC: 023151-030016

Sum Word Game™ Bible Edition  
The Part Sketch, Part Speak, Part Act Party Game!™
ages:  13 +  |  2 - 6 teams  |  25 + mins 
The party will be roaring as players “sum” up the 1-2-3 or 4 part(s) of 
a word by Sketching, Speaking or Acting them out! It’s the best of all 
three communication worlds. Be the first team to SUM up 21 parts 
and you WIN! Sum Word Game™ Bible Edition will keep you and your 
friends laughing all night.

item: 6200  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-062000

FISH

FALL+ TAR

FALTER

TEST+ TOE + MIT

TESTAMENT

O + BEE + D + ANT

OBEDIENT

Proverbial Wisdom® Bible Edition  
The Exciting Game of Proverbial Fun!
ages:  13 +  |  4 - 16  teams  |  30 + mins 

Proverbial Wisdom Bible challenges players to sketch 
a proverb for teammates to guess, choose the correct 
meaning or origin of a proverb, or guess what proverb 
a pre-drawn picture represents. Players have sixty 
seconds to perform!

item: 5375  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-053756

Apples to Apples® Bible Edition
The Game of Hilarious Comparisons!
ages:  8 +  |  4 - 10  players  |  30 + mins 
Apples to Apples Bible Edition is the wild, party 
game that provides instant fun for everyone! Open 
the box, deal the cards, and you’re ready to play! 
Select a card from your hand that best describes 
the  card played by the judge. If the judge picks 
your card, you win that round.  Everyone gets a 
chance to be the judge! Each round is filled with 
surprising and outrageous comparisons from a 
wide range of people, places, things and events  
from our Christian history.

item: 6340  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10.25” x 10.25” x 2.5” 
UPC: 830938-007167

Outburst® Bible Edition  
The Best Selling Game of Verbal Explosions!
ages:  8 +  |  2 - teams  |  30 + mins 
An uproarious party game filled with challenging and entertaining Bible 
topics. Each topic has 10 target answers. How many can you get?

item: 6510  |  case pack: 6 
box: 11.75” x 9.125” x 2.25” 
UPC: 830938-007037

Bible TriBond® Board Game  
The Word Game That Asks, “What Do These 3 Have in Common?”™
ages:  13 +  |  2 + teams  |  30 + mins 
Bible TriBond® introduces players to the wisdom and truth of the 
Bible in a non-intimidating way. By mixing commonly known 
clues with clues found in the Bible, players are 
offered a game that is both scripturally 
sound and incredibly fun. Threesome™ 
questions are fully referenced from the 
New International Version of the Bible!

item: 6110  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10.5” x 10.5” x 3.5” 
UPC: 023151-061102
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LifeStories® Christian Version  
A Game of Telling Tales, Sharing Smiles with Family & Friends!™

ages:  6 +  |  2 - 8  players  |  25 + mins 
Bring family and friends together to recall and share their  

Life Stories. This storytelling game is a way to warm up a 
family gathering, rekindle a friendship or renew histories. 
While playing this game, generations of families and friends 

will talk, laugh and share opinions together as they 
recall memories, reveal hopes and dreams in response to 
stimulating questions. An ingenious game that opens a 
pathway to each other’s heart and soul.

item: 3001  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 2” 

UPC: 023151-030016

Sum Word Game™ Bible Edition  
The Part Sketch, Part Speak, Part Act Party Game!™
ages:  13 +  |  2 - 6 teams  |  25 + mins 
The party will be roaring as players “sum” up the 1-2-3 or 4 part(s) of 
a word by Sketching, Speaking or Acting them out! It’s the best of all 
three communication worlds. Be the first team to SUM up 21 parts 
and you WIN! Sum Word Game™ Bible Edition will keep you and your 
friends laughing all night.

item: 6200  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-062000
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Proverbial Wisdom® Bible Edition  
The Exciting Game of Proverbial Fun!
ages:  13 +  |  4 - 16  teams  |  30 + mins 

Proverbial Wisdom Bible challenges players to sketch 
a proverb for teammates to guess, choose the correct 
meaning or origin of a proverb, or guess what proverb 
a pre-drawn picture represents. Players have sixty 
seconds to perform!

item: 5375  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10” x 10” x 3” 
UPC: 023151-053756

Apples to Apples® Bible Edition
The Game of Hilarious Comparisons!
ages:  8 +  |  4 - 10  players  |  30 + mins 
Apples to Apples Bible Edition is the wild, party 
game that provides instant fun for everyone! Open 
the box, deal the cards, and you’re ready to play! 
Select a card from your hand that best describes 
the  card played by the judge. If the judge picks 
your card, you win that round.  Everyone gets a 
chance to be the judge! Each round is filled with 
surprising and outrageous comparisons from a 
wide range of people, places, things and events  
from our Christian history.

item: 6340  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10.25” x 10.25” x 2.5” 
UPC: 830938-007167

Outburst® Bible Edition  
The Best Selling Game of Verbal Explosions!
ages:  8 +  |  2 - teams  |  30 + mins 
An uproarious party game filled with challenging and entertaining Bible 
topics. Each topic has 10 target answers. How many can you get?

item: 6510  |  case pack: 6 
box: 11.75” x 9.125” x 2.25” 
UPC: 830938-007037

Bible TriBond® Board Game  
The Word Game That Asks, “What Do These 3 Have in Common?”™
ages:  13 +  |  2 + teams  |  30 + mins 
Bible TriBond® introduces players to the wisdom and truth of the 
Bible in a non-intimidating way. By mixing commonly known 
clues with clues found in the Bible, players are 
offered a game that is both scripturally 
sound and incredibly fun. Threesome™ 
questions are fully referenced from the 
New International Version of the Bible!

item: 6110  |  case pack: 6 
box: 10.5” x 10.5” x 3.5” 
UPC: 023151-061102
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2322

Party & Family Pg  15
Item Description UPC Pg

4350 Cha-Ching!™ 023151-043504 16
4225 Fill in the Bleep™ 023151-042255 07
8020 Finish Lines® 665659-352636 18
1610 For the Record® 50’s, 60’s & 70’s Edition 644761-000451 18
1620 For the Record® 80’s & 90’s Edition 644761-000468 18
623 Herd Your Horses® 720233-006234 15
2100 It’s Bunco Time® 023151-021007 17

Item Description UPC Pg

4260 JERK™ 023151-042606 17
4450 KOR™ ( Keep On Rollin ) 023151-044501 17
1530 Out of Control™ 023151-015303 16
4250 Stop ‘N Go!™ 023151-042507 16
4220 Sum Word Game™ 023151-042200 15
5385 The Whole Brain Game™ 023151-053855 18

Item Description UPC Pg

9017 Thumball™ Category Mania - 4” 893012-001239 13
9019 Thumball™ Emotion Mania - 4” 893012-001420 13
9009 Thumball™ Move Your Body - 4” 893012-001352 13
9015 Thumball™ Parts of a Story - 4” 893012-001413 13
9029 Thumball™ People, Places and Things - 4” 893012-001451 13
9016 Thumball™ Tell the Tale - 4” 893012-001178 13
9020 Thumball™ Virtues & Values - 4” 893012-001215 13
9018 Thumball™ Who Are You - 4” 893012-001390 13
9031 Thumball™ All About You - 4” 893012-001796 13
9012 Thumball™ Animals - 6” 893012-001086 13
9014 Thumball™ Ice Breaker - 6” 893012-001406 13

Item Description UPC Pg

9010 Thumball™ My ABC’s - 6” 893012-001093 13
9011 Thumball™ Numbers - 6” 893012-001062 13
9013 Thumball™ Shapes - 6” 893012-001079 13
9032 Thumball™ What if ____? - 6” 893012-001819 13
9033 Thumball™ Mother May I? - 6” 893012-001802 13
9021 Thumball™ Carabineer & Thumb Strap 893012-001154 13
9034 Thumball™ U.S. Citizenship (3 Ball Set )- 6” 893012-001048 13
9035 Thumball™ CPR & First Aid - 6” 893012-001901 13
9036 Thumball™ Injury Prevention - 6” 893012-001918 13
9037 Thumball™ Emergency Response - 6” 893012-001925 13

Thumball ™ Pg 13

Item Description UPC Pg

375 Playzzle™ African Adventure 023151-003751 07
315 Consequences ® 023151-003157 05
6920 Fraper Deck ™ Fraction/Decimal/Percent 023151-069207 10
6910 Fraper Deck ™ Multiplication 023151-069108 10
370 Playzzle ™ Journey on the Amazon 023151-003706 07
801 Math Animals ® 023151-008015 09
6801 Math Smart ™ Addition 023151-068019 10
6802 Math Smart ™ Subtraction 023151-068026 10
6803 Math Smart ™ Multiplication 023151-068033 10
6865 Math Smart Fraction ™ Add Com Denominator 023151-068651 10
6870 Math Smart Fraction ™ Sub Com Denominator 023151-068705 10
808 Moneywise Kids® 720233-008085 05

Item Description UPC Pg

110A Quick Pix ™ Animals 720233-001109 11
112A Quick Pix ™ Geography 720233-001123 11
111A Quick Pix ™ Math 720233-001116 11
114A Quick Pix ™ Money 720233-001147 11
113A Quick Pix ™ Multiplication 720233-001130 11
603 SomeBody ™ 720233-006036 12
301 Spelling Beez ™ 023151-003010 08
805 Tic Tac Twice™ 720233-008054 09
701 Where in the World? ™ 720233-007019 06
7002 Where in the World? ™ USA Edition 023151-070029 06
805HH Herd Your Horses® Mag. Tic Tac Twice™ 720233-080548 09
308 Buzz Off ™ 720233-003080 08

Educational Pg 5

Inspirational Pg 19
Item Description UPC Pg

6340 Apples to Apples® - Bible Edition 830938-007167 20
6100 Bible Blurt® 023151-061003 19
6105 Bible Blurt® Card Game 023151-061058 19
6125 Bible Mad Gab® Card Game 023151-061256 19
6110 Bible TriBond® 023151-061102 20

Item Description UPC Pg

6330 Blink® - Bible Edition 830938-005064 19
3001 Life Stories® Christian Version 023151-030016 21
6510 Outburst® - Bible Edition 830938-007037 20
5375 Proverbial Wisdom® - Bible Edition 023151-053756 21
6200 Sum Word Game™ Bible Edition 023151-062000 21

The Ungame® Pg 4
Item Description UPC Pg

1200 The Ungame® Board Game 023151-012005 04
1201 The Ungame® Board Game Christian Edition 023151-012012 04
1210 The Ungame® Board Game Catholic Edition 023151-012104 04
1300 The Ungame® Pocket - All Ages 023151-013002 04
1345 The Ungame® Pocket - Christian Version 023151-013453 04
1315 The Ungame® Pocket - Couples Version 023151-013156 04

Item Description UPC Pg

1320 The Ungame® Pocket - Families 023151-013200 04
1340 The Ungame® Pocket - Kids 023151-013408 04
1335 The Ungame® Pocket - Teens 023151-013354 04
1350 The Ungame® Pocket - Seniors Version 023151-013507 04
1360 The Ungame® Pocket - 20 Something's 023151-013606 04

Logical
Item Description UPC Pg

4100 blindside™ 023151-041005 14
4400 FIFTH GEAR™ 023151-044006 14

Item Description UPC Pg

4200 STRANDED™ 023151-042002 14
4205 STRANDED™ Expansion Set 023151-042057 14

Pg 14

Walkie Chalk®
Stand Up & Draw with a NEW way to PLAY!
ages:  3 +  |  10.25” x 10.25” x 2.5”   |  case pack: 12

Poppin Pink  |  item: 20311  |  UPC: 866951-000229 
Lucky Lime  |  item: 20312  |  UPC: 866951-000205 
Tropical Teal  |  item: 20313  |  UPC: 866951-000212

SET INCLUDES:
1 - Walkie Chalk® Wand
2 - Pieces of Sidewalk Chalk
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Party & Family Pg  15
Item Description UPC Pg

4350 Cha-Ching!™ 023151-043504 16
4225 Fill in the Bleep™ 023151-042255 07
8020 Finish Lines® 665659-352636 18
1610 For the Record® 50’s, 60’s & 70’s Edition 644761-000451 18
1620 For the Record® 80’s & 90’s Edition 644761-000468 18
623 Herd Your Horses® 720233-006234 15
2100 It’s Bunco Time® 023151-021007 17

Item Description UPC Pg

4260 JERK™ 023151-042606 17
4450 KOR™ ( Keep On Rollin ) 023151-044501 17
1530 Out of Control™ 023151-015303 16
4250 Stop ‘N Go!™ 023151-042507 16
4220 Sum Word Game™ 023151-042200 15
5385 The Whole Brain Game™ 023151-053855 18

Item Description UPC Pg

9017 Thumball™  Category Mania - 4” 893012-001239 13
9019 Thumball™  Emotion Mania - 4” 893012-001420 13
9009 Thumball™  Move Your Body - 4” 893012-001352 13
9015 Thumball™  Parts of a Story - 4” 893012-001413 13
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9010 Thumball™  My ABC’s - 6” 893012-001093 13
9011 Thumball™  Numbers - 6” 893012-001062 13
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Item Description UPC Pg
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6910 Fraper Deck ™ Multiplication 023151-069108 10
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6801 Math Smart ™ Addition 023151-068019 10
6802 Math Smart ™ Subtraction 023151-068026 10
6803 Math Smart ™ Multiplication 023151-068033 10
6865 Math Smart Fraction ™ Add Com Denominator 023151-068651 10
6870 Math Smart Fraction ™ Sub Com Denominator 023151-068705 10
808 Moneywise Kids® 720233-008085 05
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6125 Bible Mad Gab® Card Game 023151-061256 19
6110 Bible TriBond® 023151-061102 20
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6330 Blink® - Bible Edition 830938-005064 19
3001 Life Stories® Christian Version 023151-030016 21
6510 Outburst® - Bible Edition 830938-007037 20
5375 Proverbial Wisdom® - Bible Edition 023151-053756 21
6200 Sum Word Game™ Bible Edition 023151-062000 21

The Ungame® Pg 4
Item Description UPC Pg

1200 The Ungame® Board Game 023151-012005 04
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Item Description UPC Pg

4100 blindside™ 023151-041005 14
4400 FIFTH GEAR™ 023151-044006 14
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4200 STRANDED™ 023151-042002 14
4205 STRANDED™ Expansion Set 023151-042057 14
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